The U.S. __ first flew in the Battle of Cooch’s Bridge, Sept. 3, 1777
Fort Delaware held captured prisoners of war during the __ War
The capital city in the center of the state
The __ state to ratify the U.S. Constitution, on December 7, 1787
DuPont Laboratories’ Seaford location is the __ capital of the world
Delaware has __ counties, the fewest of any state with counties
Old Swedes Holy Trinity __, built 1698, is one of America’s oldest
From 1638 to 1655, the colony was under the rule of __
Nicknamed the __ state by Thomas Jefferson: small but valuable
The __ point in the state is 442 feet above sea level
Many corporations are based in Delaware, due to friendly __
A Leading producer of __, paper and plastic products
Henry __, developer of the maneuver to save choking people
Borders __, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania
Once a Christian retreat, __ Beach is now a tourist destination
Located on the Mid-Atlantic __, halfway between NYC and Wash. DC
Named for Thomas West, Lord de la Warr, governor of colonial __
Ancient __ crabs can still be seen on Delaware beaches
Elisabeth Shue and Valerie __ were born in Wilmington
The northern border of Delaware is a __, centered at New Castle
DuPont has been producing chemicals in Delaware for over __ years
Home of the __ of Delaware, established in 1743
The largest city, near the Pennsylvania and New Jersey borders
The second smallest state in the union, next to __ __
Delaware was an important stop on the __ Railroad, freeing slaves
State Motto: "Liberty and __"
Patriot Caesar Rodney bravely rode to __ to vote for independence
If the __ __ were to rise 80 feet, most of the state would disappear
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